VETERAN FREELANCE WRITER PUBLISHES VALUABLE RESOURCE FOR
WRITERS
An essential writer reference, similar to the popular "Writer's Market," offers over
100 markets for writers and a whole lot more!
Harrisburg, IL., July 26, 2002 - Veteran freelance writer and Christian fiction
author Misti Jackson announces the release of her writer reference book, "On
The Net Resource Guide For Writers" (Virtual Bookworm Publishing, March
2002, $12.95 U.S./ $15.08 CAN.). The writers' reference is filled with several
listings of markets and resources for writers. Some resources include publishers
(print-on-demand, e-book and more), editors, literary agents, research sites,
clubs and mailing lists for writers, book promotion sites, newsletters and e-zines
for writers, links to sample query letters, book award sites, and many more.
The alphabetical indexes will help writers easily find the publisher, agent, editor
or genre they're searching for. Furthermore, all the markets and resources -- over
450 of them -- can be found on the Internet, right from the writer's home office!
"This book mimics the classic 'Writer's Market' format. Certain contacts are
similar, but 'On the Net' does cover a publicity-related niche not found in 'Writer's
Market.' 'On the Net' is a handy supplement to the current 'Writer's Market,' says
Amy Coffin, from The Book Haven.
Whether searching for a publisher, editor, agent, job or just a resource to help
with writing or promotion, "On the Net Resource Guide for Writers" is the most
useful tool for a writer to keep by his or her computer.
"With over 200 pages and more than 17 topics listed, the author gives you a
wealth of needed publishing insight. Ms. Jackson has done a thorough job in her
research and writing of this book. I found valuable answers for my own writing
questions. It is one that should be on the desk of all authors, as a quick review
book and a source of publishing information. This book is worth its weight in gold,
for the time alone that you will save, in not having to search this material out
yourself. I highly recommend it," says author and freelance writer Shirley
Johnson.
About Misti Jackson
Misti Jackson began writing short stories at the age of 8. She spend many hours
after school and homework browsing through "Writer's Market" in search of
publishers for her work. Then in 1999 she turned to the Internet to learn more
about writing, research articles, seek out markets for her stories and articles,
meet other writers, and more. After spending so much time exploring the Web,
Jackson decided to write a book that would help writers find loads of information
without having to spend hours scouring the Internet on their own.

Today, Jackson has sold over 50 articles, and she blogs about writing and her
life as a writer over at Life of a Writer. Prior to "On the Net Resource Guide for
Writers," she published "Help From Above," a Christian fiction novel. When
she's not busy blogging or writing articles and inspiring stories, she enjoys
spending time outdoors with her three teenagers and the love of her life, Kevin
Sandefur.
To schedule an interview with Jackson and/or extend an invitation for Jackson to
be a guest at your next online chat, radio show or speaking event, please contact
her at (708) 71MISTI or mediainquiries@mistisandefur.com.
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